Blackboard Landing Page Transition
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What is the Blackboard landing page?

The Blackboard landing page is the page you get to when you click the Blackboard button located under the My Courses or My Apps section of the Hofstra Portal.
When is the Blackboard landing page changing?

After December 26, 2019, the Blackboard button will take you to the new Blackboard Ultra landing page. Blackboard’s Ultra landing page is a simplified, modern, redesigned interface that provides you with the most critical information from across all courses.

What are the new features of the Blackboard Ultra landing page?

The Blackboard Ultra landing page will provide you access to the Activity Stream, Courses, and Messages.

**Activity Stream**

On the Activity Stream page, you can customize the flow of data and activity received from all of your courses.

**Courses**

On the Courses page, you'll see Current Courses and can jump from there to past or future courses.

**Messages**

On the Messages page, you can send and receive messages from all of your courses.

Are the direct links to Blackboard courses in the My Courses section of the Portal changing?

No, the Bb button to the left of the course titles in the My Courses section of the Portal will continue to take you directly into the landing page for your course.